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A tale of two planets



How They Formed

Nature paper, September 28, 2017



How They Evolved

Artist’s rendering of a solar storm hitting Mars and 
stripping ions, carbon dioxide, and oxygen from 
the planet's upper atmosphere.

Illustration showing the Earth's internal structure.
The external layer shows the Earth's surface topography and atmosphere, including land, 
water and clouds. The mantle (red) is a viscous layer of rocks under high pressures and 
temperatures. The outer core (yellow) is a liquid layer of iron and nickel. The inner core 
(centre) is a liquid sphere of a iron-nickel alloy. Image: Illustrator Gary Hincks



What will happen to them?

The sun, as it appeared on April 13, 2016. 
Though it's been burning for some 4.5 billion 
years, the sun is only about halfway through 
its life. Credit: NASA/SDO

Expanding red giant stars will swallow too-close 
planets. In the solar system, the sun will engulf Mercury 
and Venus, and may devour Earth, as well.(Image: © 
James Gitlin/STScI AVL)

Scorched Earth
Source:Digital Commons



What will happen to us?

Star Trek: USS Enterprise
Gene Roddenberry

Dead Poet Society
Robin Williams 

The Blessed Hope
Nathan Anderson



The end is Nigh.. ish



https://maps.esri.com/MoraLab/CumulativeChange/index.html


How to survive for the next 
100 years?



And how to leave earth?

Stephen Hawking at 
Starmus IV 
2-17

Earth will be a “ball of 
fire” within 600 years 
- Stephen Hawking



Survival Initiatives

Breakthrough StarShot



Oh, and one other minor 
player...



DOE Laboratories

● Uncle SAM has 17 National  Laboratories
● GOCO entities
● Average annual funding: $13 billion/ year
● Multipurpose Science, technology and 

security labs



NASA Facilities

● Uncle SAM has 18 NASA research centers 
on earth

● And one in space
● Annual budget of $21.5 billion



About ORNL

DOE’s national missions:
● Scientific Discovery
● Clean Energy
● Security

    Major areas of science and technology:
● Neutrons
● Computing
● Materials
● Nuclear



About Biosciences

Understanding Biological Systems:
● Biological and Environmental Research 

Information Systems
● Biological and Nanoscale systems.
● Metabolomics and Bioconversion
● Systems Genetics
● Molecular Biophysics

Biosciences
The Biosciences Division at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is focused 
on advancing science and technology to better understand complex biological 
systems and their relationship with the environment. The division has expertise 
and special facilities in genomics, computational biology, microbiology, microbial 
ecology, biophysics and structural biology, and plant sciences. This collective 
expertise includes collaborations within and outside ORNL and focuses on 
scientific challenges in biology for Department of Energy (DOE) missions in 
energy and the environment



Episode IV: A New Hope



SUMMIT

● A 200-petaflop machine, Summit can 

perform 200 quadrillion (peta-) floating 

point operations per second (flops).

●  For  AI, we can use less precise 

calculations, so we can quadruple 

Summit’s performance to exascale 

levels.

● Summit’s file system can store 250 

petabytes of data 



GPU Brawn: Summit links more than 27,000 deep-learning 

optimized NVIDIA GPUs with the potential to deliver 

exascale-level performance (a billion billion calculations per 

second) for AI applications.

High-speed Data Movement: NVLink high-bandwidth 

technology built into all of Summit’s processors supplies the 

next-generation “information superhighways” needed to train deep 

learning algorithms for challenging science problems quickly.

Memory Where It Matters: Summit’s sizable local memory 

allows for data-intensive tasks, which enables faster AI training 

and greater algorithmic accuracy.



Current Use Cases:
● Cancer
● Fusion Energy
● Materials 

Science
● High Energy 

Physics



About NREL

National Centers:
● National Bioenergy Center
● National Center for Photovoltaics
● National Wind Technology Center

    Leading Research And Development in:

● Advanced Manufacturing
● Bioenergy
● Buildings
● Chemistry and Nanoscience

Energy Systems Integration Facility
Golden, Colorado



About CBI

Moving Toward Bioproducts from Biomass:
● Developing  sustainable biomass feedstock crops using 

plant genomics and bioengineering.
● Improving  processes to simultaneously break down and 

convert plants into advanced biofuels.
● Creating  valuable products from the lignin residue 

remaining after bioprocessing.

Research And Development Focus Areas:

● Sustainability
● Feedstock Development
● Deconstruction and Separation
● Conversion to Specialty Biofuelds and Bioproducts



Our Partners



What we need to do

In 2018 80% of US total energy 
consumption came from fossil fuels 



New partnerships wanted!



What do we need to do in the next 10 years 
to survive to 100 years?



1. Stop Fighting

War planning leads to war...

Which has huge 
environmental impacts

and impoverishes the 
participants



Stop war at the ballet box
And through travel for business, 

 for fun, and for service



2. Switch to renewables



Renewables at home



Activism: Must change laws

NC House Bill 750 
may change this



Renewables at work



Precision on the farm
And in the forest

What to plant, when to plant, how to manage Surveillance, seeding, spraying
Current capability: 300 pods, 2.4 acres, 18 minutes



Precision requires accurate 
sensors and data processing



The most powerful sensor of all

1. Accelerometer
2. Gyroscope

3. Magnetometer

4. GNSS  (GPS)
5. Proximity Sensor
6. Ambient Light Sensor

And many more…



Sensor Demo:
Observing the space time continuum



How this is useful

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=12SppRBZHFSSLspnvWqv7z0qKPVon01Pq&ll=38.52044140254593%2C-111.75474782898289&z=14


3. Plant Trees

The global tree restoration potential
                                                        Bastin, et. al. Science, 05 July 2019

● Earth could support 4.4 billion 
hectares of canopy cover

● Which could store 205 gigatonnes of 
carbon

● Which could reverse the climate 
change trajectory



Thank you


